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This fall issue of Pacesetter is a little different than past publications. In this
issue we are sharing with you stories of a few team members who through
hard work are making a career in health care at UnityPoint Health – Fort
Dodge. Through their journeys, not only have they cultivated a passion
for helping people in their times of need, but they have also discovered in
themselves a potential for personal and professional growth.
Career development of our team members is intentional. We want to help
grow and mentor tomorrow’s leaders. We are always encouraging our team to
continue to learn and advance themselves. We realize it’s not easy to juggle
family, career and continuing education. And we understand the value of
support, whether with our tuition assistance program or through the creation

While financial help and flexible schedules are great benefits, we also believe

Meet Christen Sewell and read
about her experience on page 5.

that walking alongside team members with words of encouragement can help
lead to the discovery of the potential within.
On a personal note, I wouldn’t be where I am today without the support of Sue
Thompson, my predecessor. Sue encouraged me to try new things, such as the
Pioneer ACO. She supported my participation in leadership training, such as the
UnityPoint Health Executive Leadership Academy. She was supportive of my
professional goals, and always made sure I had work-life balance.
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Joseph Larson, DO
UnityPoint Clinic® Family Medicine – Kenyon Road
UnityPoint Clinic Family Medicine – Kenyon Road is proud
to welcome Joe Larson, DO, to our team of experienced and
dedicated primary care physicians. Dr. Larson received his
medical degree at Des Moines University in Des Moines, Iowa
and completed a residency at Iowa Lutheran Family Medicine.

Welcome
new providers

Dr. Larson is board certified by the American Board of Family
Medicine.

of work schedules that encourage healthy work-life balance.
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Welcome new physicians to UnityPoint Health – Fort Dodge

But even with all that, I feel the most important thing Sue did for
me was show confidence in my abilities. She made me feel that I
could accomplish whatever challenge I chose to take on.
We are not only a team working together to bring the best outcome for
our patients at UnityPoint Health – Fort Dodge, we are a family. Our team
members are the compassionate core of who we are and how we serve. We
are always looking for dynamic and talented individuals to join our team. You'll
find opportunities here for every size dream.

Katelyn Thompson, DO
UnityPoint Health – Berryhill Center
UnityPoint Health — Berryhill Center is proud to welcome
Katelyn Thompson, DO, to our team of experienced and
dedicated providers. Dr. Thompson received her medical
degree at Des Moines University in Des Moines, Iowa and
completed a residency at the Medical Center Psychiatry in
Omaha, Nebraska.

Morgan Flaherty, ARNP
UnityPoint Health – Trinity
Occupational Medicine

Dr. Thompson is board certified by the American Board of
Psychiatry and Neurology.

Laurie Connolly, MD
UnityPoint Clinic Urgent Care
UnityPoint Clinic Urgent Care is proud to welcome Laurie
Connolly, MD, to our UnityPoint Clinic team. Dr. Connolly
received her medical degree at the University of Iowa Carver
College of Medicine in Iowa City, Iowa and completed her
residency in Sioux City, Iowa.

Paulette Gleason, ARNP
UnityPoint Clinic Family
Medicine – Pocahontas
and Manson

Dr. Connolly is board certified by the American Board of
Family Physicians.

Mike Dewerff, CEO
UnityPoint Health – Fort Dodge
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Celebrating Our Employees
At UnityPoint Health – Fort Dodge, we know it is our employees that are making a difference everyday in the lives of our patients
and their families. We celebrate the following employee anniversaries from September through December 2017.

Employees With 25+
Years of Service
40 Years

Rodney Case
Karen Ebersole
Linda Whaley

35 Years

Becky Pritchard
Julie Yearous

30 Years

Janis Shekey

25 Years

Joyce Bianchi
Kari Constable
Tracy Hogan
Rhonda Johnson
Pamela Kadow
Cindy Kunert
Dawn Zobrosky

20 Years

Sharon Babcock
Anita Clavey
Angie Spangler
Gail Wetzel

15 Years

Maurie Applegate-Pirie
Molly Baker
Heather Beekman
Carrie Daniel
Pamela Decker
Kathy Gehlhausen
Jana Hauck
Jessica Lyon
Lindsey Madsen
Jill Miller
Carmen Peterson
Rebecca Scott
Catherine Sullivant
Kim Vitzthum
Sharon Voss
Diane Weydert

10 Years

Amy Castro
Mary Coleman
Christina Fevold
Ashley Forsythe
Cassondra George
Rachel Hurtt
Sarah Jones
Jessica Judson
Lindsay Lawler
Chelsea Mairer
Jenna Matton
Laurie Mell
Kristi Myers
Mallory Nelson
Jacqueline Reinert
Dawn Riley
Kathryn Roberts
Katherine Vredenburg
Michelle Westfall

5 Years

Kelsey Almond
David Brown
Ellen Buckley
Cari Conrad
Sara Cook
Daniel Gaffney
Michelle Goodell
Michael Hanrahan
Natalie Harrington
Kathy Hilken
Nicole Hoag
Jeff Lachelt
Danesha Loyd
Samuel Maertens
Danielle Morriss
Mary Peterson
Crystal Pierce
JenniferPullen
Suzette Rosen
Caridad Tan

At UnityPoint Health – Fort Dodge, our team members are the compassionate core of who we are and
what we do. Our care teams contribute to our community, serve our patients and their families and
commit to the best outcomes and highest quality every day. We make a difference. And we wouldn't have
it any other way.
Delivering an unparalleled health care experience begins with a culture that supports our most
powerful resource — our people. Our team members matter. And they know we are here to support them.
Championing our team and helping them be everything they can be benefits the people we serve, and
it affects how team members come to work every day. People grow when they get encouragement and
support — and our people have found that here. We are a family away from home.
The following articles are about a few team members who chose to join our team, and how they’ve
embraced opportunities to grow.
Build a career, join a work family and find your future at UnityPoint Health.

Apply today to start your tomorrow at unitypoint.org/careers.
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Linda
Whaley

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

“Paying it forward” describes Linda
Whaley’s career.
Linda first came to Trinity Regional
Medical Center in 1977 as a nurse in
the critical care unit. Over the next
40 years she would become a nurse
manager, instruct classes in cardiac
care, lead efforts in bringing Iowa
Heart to Trinity and eventually become
part of the senior administration team
in 2002.
Today she oversees a number of
departments (emergency; cardiology;
respiratory care; critical care;
neurodiagnostic care and sleep; pain
and oncology services) and serves as
Vice President of Patient Experience
and Clinical Services. It’s no wonder
she has been recognized as an Iowa
Hospital Association Outstanding
Nurse Leader and was one of the 100
Great Iowa Nurse Recipients.
The titles and awards reflect the career
of a highly respected nurse -- a nurse
honored by those who have had the
privilege to work with her. Linda’s gift
of leadership and mentoring is a gift
she received along her career path, and
she is determined to give back.
“The three incredible people who
inspired me the most are my parents

For me, it’s such a
great feeling knowing
you helped someone
step out of their
‘comfort zone’ and
achieve their goals.

Linda Whaley, Vice President of Patient Experience and Clinical Services, began her career at
Trinity 40 years ago as a Critical Care nurse.

and Sue Thompson,” says Linda. About
Sue, Linda’s former Trinity co-worker
and CEO, Linda says, “Sue challenged
me to reach a potential I didn’t even
realize I had. Consequently, I love
leading and helping mentor people and
challenging them to achieve more than
they thought possible. For me, it’s such
a great feeling knowing you helped
someone step out of their ‘comfort
zone’ and achieve their goals.”
Linda’s passion for learning and caring
for people is contagious. She chose
the nursing profession because it was
challenging, interesting and would
make a difference in people's lives.
“What I love most is that it never

stops giving.” says Linda. “I learn
new things every day, and there are
unlimited opportunities for growth as
a healthcare leader. Each day I count
my blessings for the opportunity
to do what I love to do! It gives me
satisfaction knowing I am able to help
somebody, whether it’s a patient or a
co-worker.”
In the stories that follow, you will read
about several people striving to reach
new career goals, many of them with
Linda in the background cheering
them on. Thank you, Linda, for your
leadership and for inspiring our team
members to be the best they can be! •
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Discovering her inner leader
“I needed a job, and I thought
working in housekeeping was
better than not working,” says

Cassy George, a member of the
UnityPoint Health – Fort Dodge team
since 2007. Cassy began with Trinity’s
Environmental Services team, thinking it
was just a job to pay the bills. She would
soon discover this “job” would do so much
more than keeping the lights on at home.

Never done learning

Christen Sewell, Manger of Trinity Cancer Center, began her career with Trinity as a Radiation Therapist.

“When I went off to college I said
I was not moving back home!”
laughs Christen Sewell, manager of the
UnityPoint Health – Trinity Regional
Medical Center Cancer Center. But
after the Humboldt native graduated
as a radiation therapist, she was eager
to apply at Trinity Cancer Center.

“I was grateful for the opportunity.
And while it may not have been what I
expected going into college, it definitely
was the perfect fit for me. Now I can’t
imagine living anywhere else!”
Opportunities to build a career at
Trinity would quickly emerge for
Christen as it became apparent to the
leaders around her that Christen was a
high-performing member of the Trinity
team. With the backing of her manager,
Christen participated in Trinity’s
Professional Development Program.
The program encourages staff to go
above and beyond their current roles
and to develop leadership skills.

“Trinity does a great job connecting
individuals with mentors,” says
Christen. “They work hard at helping
individuals realize their full potential.”

During the time Christen was involved
with the Professional Development
Program she realized she had a desire
to learn more about health care. “I
knew I wasn’t finished learning yet,”
Christen says. “There is so much to
know about the health care industry,
and I felt obtaining my Masters in
Health Care Administration was a great
way to fulfill my desire.”
After spending four years in the
cancer center as a radiation therapist
and completing her Masters, another
opportunity presented itself to
Christen: The cancer center needed
a manager. The position would allow
Christen to stay with the team and
patients she had grown to love.
“I went into health care because helping
people fulfills me,” explains Christen.
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“I grew to love the cancer center because
we are a community. We take care of
people during a very scary time in their
lives, and we get to build relationships
with them. Everyone on our team is in
it together. Once their treatments are
completed, we find our patients miss us
as much as we miss them!”
“Not only has Trinity given me a great
career and opportunities for growth,
they have also provided a setting where I
feel I am making a difference in peoples’
lives. And that truly is most important.” •

I grew to love the cancer
center because we are
a community. We take
care of people during a
very scary time in their
lives, and we get
to build relationships
with them.

“I wasn’t at Trinity very long when my
manager asked if I would be interested
in doing some leadership training,”
shares Cassy. “At that point, it became
so much more than a job. Between her
belief in my potential and co-workers
becoming like family, coming to work
every day was enjoyable and satisfying.”
Cassy would soon find herself on a
journey of career and personal growth
within the UnityPoint Health – Fort
Dodge family. After some time as a
receptionist in a family medicine clinic,
she worked in central scheduling, then
moved on to a position as a patient
financial coordinator, and now Cassy is a
patient access lead. In that role, Cassy is
one of the first faces our patients meet.
And with Cassy, patients can expect a
warm smile and joyful presence.
“I love getting to know our patients,” says
Cassy. “I get to hear their life stories, and
I also get to see them get better.” As a
patient access lead, Cassy has had to
tackle the challenge of understanding the
insurance world — no small feat in today’s
ever-changing health care landscape. In
addition to ensuring patient information is
correctly entered into the system, Cassy
also trains her co-workers and sets their
schedules. She enjoys the mix of skills
needed each day.
Although Cassy loves what she currently
does, she is setting her aspirations even
higher. “I’ve watched how our leadership
makes a difference in patient care,”

Cassy George, Patient Access Lead, began her career at Trinity 10 years ago with
Environmental Services.

explains Cassy. “I want to make an
impact like that.” As a result, Cassy has
gone back to school with the hopes of
eventually earning a Masters in Health
Care Administration. Cassy credits
Trinity leadership for inspiring and
encouraging her to keep moving ahead,
even helping her choose which college
courses would help her the most.
“I know it’s a big undertaking,” admits
Cassy, “but my managers are very
helpful and accommodating. They want
to see me succeed. Knowing this, I think
I can do it.” •

At that point, it became
so much more than a
job. Between her belief
in my potential and
co‑workers becoming
like family, coming
to work every day
was enjoyable
and satisfying.
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More than
just a job
Finding a rewarding career and future
Mychal Edler, Trinity EMS, could be called
a man on a mission. Once he decided to enter the

field of medicine, Mychal set his eyes on the prize, not
letting anything slow him down. Calling himself a bit
of an “adrenaline junkie,” Mychal decided to start in
emergency medicine as way to satisfy that desire, as well
as his need to take care of people.
“I find it exciting that you never know what will happen
on a shift, and it constantly challenges you to learn new
things,” says Mychal. “It’s very fulfilling to be able to meet
people in an emergency situation and move things in a
calmer direction.”
A native of Kansas City, Mychal discovered Fort Dodge
would offer him a lower cost of living — not to mention
family living in the area would make it feel like home.
Mychal started with Iowa Central Community
College’s EMS program and was introduced
to the emergency team at Trinity, and
here he found a new family.

“My experience at Trinity is unlike anywhere else,” says
Mychal. “We are exposed to so many different specialties
and get to witness the follow-through with patients. We
also get to see how different doctors handle situations,
which make us better at our jobs out in the field.
When Mychal started his journey in EMS he knew he
wanted to continue on with his education, first as an RN
and ultimately to be a nurse practitioner in emergency
medicine. What he didn’t realize was the support he
would receive from his colleagues to keep progressing
and learning.
“If you want to further yourself, Trinity really pushes you
to progress, learn new things and pursue your education,”
says Mychal. “My manager and supervisors are all very
accommodating and work around my school hours. It’s a
very open-minded atmosphere.”
Currently Mychal is working and going to school full time
to obtain his next goal of becoming an RN. •

It’s very
fulfilling to
be able to meet
people in an
emergency situation
and move things in a
calmer direction.
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Coming full circle

Kim Hayes first arrived at
Trinity the summer of 2005
as a wellness intern and soon
discovered she wanted to be a fulltime member of the Trinity team.

“With the employee wellness program
I was able to work with a lot of different
departments,” says Kim. “I knew Trinity
was a really great place to work.”

After graduation, Kim wasn’t able to
find a position in the health and fitness
management field, but a full-time
position as a lab secretary was available
at Trinity. Knowing Trinity offered a lot
of opportunities for advancement, Kim
applied and landed the job.

After discovering her true calling as a nurse, Katie Bazan is well on her way to a rewarding career.

Living out her true calling

Opportunities came quickly. “I hadn’t
been there very long and Karen Stiles,
the lab manager, approached me about
learning to be a phlebotomist,” says Kim.
“I thought it looked like something I would
like doing.” Kim liked the work so much
she decided to go back to school and
get her Medical Laboratory Technician
Degree while continuing to work.
“My manager worked closely with me
and was always encouraging me to keep
working hard,” says Kim. “It wasn’t easy,
but my team in the lab had a way of
keeping me on track and cheering me
on. Trinity’s Tuition Reimbursement
Assistance Program was also very helpful
in taking on some of the financial burden
of going back to school.”
Fast forward to 2016 and another
opportunity that would not only prove
to be a perfect fit for Kim, but it would
also utilize all her training and passions.
UnityPoint Health – Berryhill Center
started providing new services to treat the
whole patient — those in need of mental
health services as well as physical health

Anyone who graduates high
school knowing exactly what
they want to do, only to discover
their chosen path wasn’t a good
fit, will identify with Katie
Bazan. When Katie went off to college

Starting with Trinity as a wellness intern, Kim Hayes has come full circle with new opportunities
for personal growth.

services. Suddenly, not only did family
medicine, lab and pharmacy positions
open up, but the center also needed
a health and wellness coordinator, a
position seemingly meant for Kim.
“We know that physical health and
mental health are very tightly correlated,”
explains Kim. “As the coordinator for
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the Health and Wellness Program, I am
able to work with patients one on one to
help them discover how improving their
physical health can have a direct impact
on their mental health. I love that I also
still get to use my lab tech skills with our
patients. You could say all my passions
were rolled into one career!” •

I love that I also still get to use my lab tech skills
with our patients. You could say all my passions
were rolled into one career!

she was working toward a career in the
culinary sciences, but something just
didn’t feel right. While dropping out of
school wasn’t the popular choice, Katie
knew in the long run taking a step back
to reassess her life was for the best. She
took a job as a CNA at an assisted living
facility, and discovered her true life’s
calling: to be a nurse.
“I found I love taking care of people,”
says Katie. “Becoming a nurse was
something I knew I would be able to be
passionate about.”
Katie then moved to Fort Dodge
and took advantage of Iowa Central
Community College’s exceptional
nursing program. It was also at this
point that Katie made another smart

move: She applied for a job as a unit
clerk at Trinity.

“I needed to get a job to pay my bills,
and a friend told me about the position.
It was one of the best decisions I could
have made concerning my career,” Katie
says. The unit clerk position would allow
Katie real experience on a nursing unit.
But even more importantly, the position
allowed her to start working toward her
career path with support from her team
and leaders.
“I knew the path I wanted to be on
when I started school,” says Katie. “But I
didn’t realize how much encouragement
I would receive from Trinity to
keep working toward furthering my
education.” Katie would soon move
on to become a patient care tech,
furthering her learning experience in
patient care.
Upon graduation from the ICCC
nursing program this spring, Katie took
a position with the Acute Care team

at Trinity. “I love it. I love taking care
of patients, and the fact that there is
something different every day,” says
Katie. “I really like the size of this
hospital — it’s large enough so there are
lots of opportunities to learn something
new each day and small enough that you
feel like you’re part of a family.”
Today, Katie continues to take
advantage of Trinity’s Tuition
Reimbursement Assistance Program as
she works on her BSN. •

I really like the size
of this hospital
— it’s large enough
so there are lots of
opportunities to learn
something new each
day and small enough
that you feel like
you’re part of a family.
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Living a life of service

Trinity Regional Medical Center
was initially just a convenient
location to achieve the necessary
requirements for Merv Casey, IV, to

obtain his medical degree as a physician
assistant (PA) — that is until he “fell in
love,” so to speak.

Before deciding to go into the medical
field, Merv had planned on a career in the
military. Unfortunately, after four years
of service in the army, Merv sustained an
injury that would require him to pursue
other avenues. While in the hospital
recovering, a surgeon encouraged Merv
to go into the medical field.

Melinda McMullen discovered her ability to satisfy the passion for patient care and learning in Trinity's Critical Care Unit.

Passions combined

With a passion for helping people
and continual learning, Melinda
McMullen, RN, has found her
sweet spot in Trinity’s Critical
Care Unit (CCU).

Knowing nursing was in her blood and
how much the experience would benefit
her; Melinda was proactive in securing
a job as a patient care tech (PCT) at
Trinity in 2014 when she started nursing
school. “I figured working in a clinical
setting would help me in school,” says
Melinda. “I didn’t realize that I would
eventually be able to take advantage
of Trinity’s Tuition Reimbursement
Assistance Program. That has really
helped a lot. There are also several
scholarships available.”

Melinda started in the CCU and
soon discovered a love for the team
atmosphere and the relationships she was
building. Coincidentally, at the same time
she was finishing her nursing degree, a
nusing opportunity opened up — with the
same team.
“CCU is a perfect place for me,”
says Melinda, “because we are
always activity learning. We train on
treatments we don’t use very often,
so if a patient needs them we can
administer them with confidence. One
of the reasons I love this unit is because
I love to learn!”

One of the reasons
I love this unit is
because I love to learn!
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Melinda will satisfy that need to learn
as she moves on to earn her BSN, an
expectation for personal growth that
Trinity requires of its nursing staff within
five years of hiring. While it may be
expected of her, Melinda welcomes the
challenge as another opportunity to grow
not only her nursing skills, but also her
skills as a leader.

“I see how health care administrators
can play such a role in patient care,” says
Melinda. “Our management has been
amazing in supporting our team. At this
point in my career, I’m not sure I would
want to give-up patient care because
I love interacting with my patients and
their families, but I know it’s an option for
me as my career progresses. And I also
knowI would have the support of Trinity if
decided to pursue that career goal.” •

“He said to me, ‘You’re a smart guy, you
should go to med school,’” says Merv.
“Unfortunately, GI bill benefits don't
cover the cost of med school.” The
surgeon then suggested becoming a PA.
“I had no idea what a PA even was.”
However, Merv took the advice of his
surgeon and began to pursue a career
as a PA. Part of that pursuit required
work experience in a clinical setting.
This is where Merv’s first “tour” at
Trinity occurred. Because Merv’s wife is
originally from Fort Dodge, it made sense
for his family to move to the area while he
finished his Bachelor’s Degree. He then
worked as a patient care tech throughout
Trinity to receive the clinical experience
he needed to apply to his medical
program.
Part of a PA-C’s education includes a year
of clinical rotations. Although Merv could
have gone anywhere in the U.S., staying
in Fort Dodge allowed his wife to have
family support while he put in the hours
to finish his degree.
“I had no intention of staying in Fort
Dodge,” admits Merv. He had grown up
in Colorado Springs and thought that is
where he would return. “But when I did

At one time, Merv Casey, IV, was pursing a life of service to our country. Today he is serving patients.

my rotation at Family Medicine – Kenyon
Road , I fell in love with the staff, the clinic
and the people. I found myself rotating
with docs who are the salt of the earth.
They truly care for their patients, and
they are brilliant. I knew then I had to be a
part of that.”
One could say the rest is history. Merv
joined UnityPoint Clinic Family Medicine
– Kenyon Road as a PA-C in the Fall of
2016 and is still happy with his decision to
choose corn fields over mountains. •

I found myself
rotating with docs
who are the salt
of the earth. They
truly care for their
patients, and they
are brilliant. I knew
then I had to be a
part of that.
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Bloom

where you are planted
How often do we hear young
adults about to enter the
“real world” say they can’t
wait to get out of town and
never come back? That was not
Rose Zach. After finishing her BSN
from Briar Cliff University in 2011,
Rose returned home, grateful to be
in the community again where she
was raised.

“I grew up here, and I always knew
I wanted to raise my family here,”
says Rose. “Fort Dodge is a great,
family-friendly community. My
husband is not from Iowa, and he
loves Fort Dodge.” While Rose knew
this community was right for her, she
discovered Trinity itself had many
opportunities for her also.
When Rose was an RN, she worked
for Trinity’s resource team, which
consisted of nurses and patient
care techs cross-trained to work in
a variety of different departments.

“As a nurse, my managers and
administrators were encouraging
and supportive of education and
skill advancement,” says Rose. “For
example, I wanted to train as a
critical care nurse and I wanted to be
trauma-certified and they made that
possible. They helped me develop
the skills I needed to be successful
in the areas in which I wanted to
grow. The more I learned the more I
wanted to learn.”
Rose did keep growing and
learning. Today she sees patients
at UnityPoint Clinic Surgery as an
ARNP. Even though she could have
taken a different route with her
education, Rose wanted to continue
to care for patients. “I love helping
people, but it goes much deeper
than that. Being there for patients
and families during their scariest
and most vulnerable times, and
being able to be their support, is
something that cannot be described.
That’s what keeps me coming to

work each day. Every day there is
something new to learn.”
And although Rose’s work is
fulfilling, the reasons she has
made Fort Dodge her home are
her patients, co-workers and
the community itself. “When I
would come to work, even on the
most challenging days, there was
awesome support from my coworkers. I think this is so important
especially when starting as a new
nurse. I still remember my first night
working after orientation. Every
nurse working that night made a
point to make sure my shift was
going OK. This is something that
has continued through my career
here. I really feel like staff looks
out for each other. They always
find a way to make work fun. The
physicians are very supportive and
respectful of the nursing staff, and
also have been beyond supportive
with the transition into my
advanced practice role.” •

I still remember my first night working after orientation. Every nurse
working that night made a point to make sure my shift was going OK.
This is something that has continued through my career here.
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UnityPoint Health complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex.
For more information, see link on our home page at www.unitypoint.org.
ATENCIÓN: si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1-515-241-7000, x2.
注意：如果您使用繁體中文，您可以免費獲得語言援助服務。請致電 1-515-241-7000, x2。

SAY HELLO TO
YOUR NEW CAREER.
We’re interviewing and hiring
great people.

Walk-In Wednesdays | 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Trinity Regional Medical Center | Conference Room 1-2
Bring a copy of your resume or fill out an application upon arrival.

To view our current positions or complete
an online application, please visit
unitypoint.org/careers.

